QUEER SPIRITUALITY AND POLITICS

The Intersection of A nti-O ccupation
and Q ueer Jewish Organizing
by Wendy Elisheva Somerson

N

as marriage, militarism, and the prison industrial complex. In
both movements, we need to create spaces outside of institutions
that help us envision a world in which we want to live.
Our chapter of Jewish Voice for Peace (JVP) provides a model
of queer activism grounded in resistance to institutions that pro
mote militarism and state violence. Queer-identified folks make
up the majority of JVP-Seattle, which tries to think beyond main
stream Jewish notions of what is “in our best interest” as Jews. We
aim to use our Jewish and queer histories of struggle and re
sistance to become allies to other oppressed groups, including
Palestinians.
Refusing to let mainstream Jewish groups speak for us, we re
ject the disingenuous ways pro-Occupation groups use the notion
of Israel as a “gay-friendly oasis" in the Middle East to divert atten
tion away from Israels brutal occupation of Palestine. As queer
Jews, we will not allow' the notion of our supposed safety as both
Jews and queers to blind us to the oppression of others.
As queers, we also hold a broad vision of what is in our “best
interests”and insist on workingfrom the intersection ofqueemess
with other identities. Mainstream GLBT rights organizations
increasingly clamor for GLBT folks to be let into heteronormative
mainstream institutions by pouring their energy and resources
into legalizing gay marriage, passing hate crimes legislation, and
insisting on our “right”to serve in the military. Instead of knocking
on the doors of these notoriously oppressive and homophobic
institutions, where so many folks experience abuse, we need to
start creating alternative ways to validate relationships, create
accountability, and challenge nationalist militarism within our
communities.

Challenging a Pro-Occupation Rally

CO URTESY OF WENDY

T he s u m m e r o f 2 0 0 6 was d if f ic u l t fo r many J ews in

Police prevented Jewish protestors from joining a pro-Israel rally.
“Finally, several of usjust walked into the rally and sat under a tree
with our signs," writes Wendy Somerson (right).

Seattle, both because of escalating aggression by the Israeli
government against Gaza and Lebanon and because of shootings
at the Jewish Federation. At a Stand with Israel rally that summer,
one week prior to the shootings, a handful of queer Jew's brought
an alternative voice to the unconditional support for Israeli mili
tary aggression. On a hot summer day, we entered the park with
signs that said, “As a Jew', I cannot support bombing Chilians” and
“Judaism taught me to question the justification of w'ar for peace .”
W hen we tried to join the rally, w'e were (continued on page 72)

Wendy Elisheva Somerson is a queer Jew who helpedfound JVP-Seattle. In addition to writing, she metal-smiths, makes art, and cavorts with
other radical Jews. Her work has appeared in Bitch and other pu blications.
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f—EARTHE END OFTHE ANTI-OCCUPATION PASSOVER
Seder held by Jewish Voice for Peace in Seattle this
spring, I looked around at my community of more
than one hundred queer Jews and friends and felt
an internal shift. After leading the concluding
prayer, I told everybody that only sl x years ago, I didn't know any
other radical Jews with whom to celebrate Pesach. This year, I felt
like I was taking a deep nourishing breath after years of shallow
breathing. As a queer Jew who is deeply critical of the Israeli
government and deeply inspired by Jewish ritual, my desire for
both political and spiritual fulfillment was finally being met.
This experience highlighted for me how important it is for radi
cal Jews to create alternative spiritual and political spaces, instead
of begging to be let into Jewish institutional spaces that offer us in
clusion only when we leave our anti-Occupation politics behind.
Similar to how Jewish mainstream organizations welcome us as
long as we toe the line on Israel, mainstream GLBT organizations
represent us only if we validate heteronormative institutions such

QUEER P O L IT IC S /A N T I-O C C U P A T IO N AND QUEER ORGANIZING

play on the HRC’s ubiquitous equal sign
ANTI-OCCUPATION AND QUEER ORGANIZING
logo that communicates the group’s desire
(continuedfrom page 58)
to transform society in a way that benefits
everyone rather than merely to seek legal stopped by the police. We were told we
equality for gays w ithin a dam aging couldn’t enter the rally with our signs, yet
most folks in the rally carried signs, just
societal system.
Yasmin Nair, a member of the editorial ones with different messages. It was in
collective who is also an activist with Gen creasingly frustrating to be told th at we
der Justice United for Societal Transfor were welcome at the rally only if we left
mation, said the latter group is doing part of ourselves behind.
The police did n ’t know how to deal
exciting work of this sort in Chicago, simul
taneously fighting for anti-bullying initia with us because we were Jewish protest
tives in schools and against the neoliberal ers. They were told to keep protesters out,
V is io n s o f R a d ic a lly T ra n s fo rm a tiv e ,
privatization and semi-privatization of the but m any of us h ad been invited to the
M u lti-Issu e Queer Activism
W hat m ight a truly transformative city’s public schools. The issues are inter rally by our congregations. Did we belong
queer and trans movement look like? In an twined because the main idea proposed in inside or outside? Finally, several of us
essay published in 2000 and titled “Punks, response to bullying was the creation of a just walked into the rally and sat under a
Bulldaggers, and Welfare Queens: The new “pride cam pus”—a semi-privatized tree w ith our signs. The police left us
Radical Potential of Queer Politics?” refuge for LGBT students facing bullying. alone, but various folks at the rally were
political scientist Cathy Cohen described Instead the group has been pushing for the infuriated by our presence: some insisted
her initial hope that “queer politics” would entire public school system to initiate an that we leave; some tried to talk with us;
many yelled at us, calling us traitors and
constitute “a new political direction and anti-bullying program.
Nair has observed a growing momen self-hating Jews. We were told th at if we
agenda, one that does not focus on integra
tion into dominant structures but instead tum of this sort of organizing in recent lived in an Arab country, they would cut
seeks to transform the basic fabric and years and expressed hope about its power. off our heads for being “homosexual.”
hierarchies that allow systems ofoppression “There is something about being queer and Some teenage boys wanted to stand next
to persist and operate efficiently.” Looking on the left that can actually be transforma to us with signs th a t said “I’m with stu
back to the insights of the Combahee River tive,” she said. “It’s not purely a personal pid” and take our pictures. It was over
Collective, she concluded that queer politics issue around marriage, it’s not simply ask whelming and sad for all of us; I had just
had failed to incorporate an adequate analy ing for safety from the state or putting our started to develop connections in a local
sis of the roles that race, class, and gender fellow people in prison, it’s not about fight GLBT-friendly synagogue, which helped
play in defining people’s relations to ing for the U.S. It includes a radical re sponsor the rally, and I felt the immediate
thinking of what makes for a just world.” ■ effect of this political rift.
“dominant and normalizing power.”
She ended her essay with a call for a
process of movement-building “rooted not
in our shared history or identity, but in our
shared marginal relationship to dominant
power th at normalizes, legitimizes, and
privileges.” Intergenerational groups of ac
tivists, often including many in their teens,
twenties, and thirties, are taking up that call.
Against Equality, an editorial collective
focused on critiquing mainstream gay and
lesbian politics, has become one hub for
those interested in a more radical, multi
issue approach. ‘W e are committed to dis
lodging the centrality of equality rhetoric
and challenging the demand for inclusion
in the institution of marriage, the U.S.
military, and the prison industrial complex
via hate crimes legislation,”the group’s mis
sion statement reads. ‘We want to reinvigo
rate the queer political imagination with “On a beautiful sunny day near Lake Washington, we led a Tashlich L’Tzedek—a socialjustice
fantastic possibility.” Its logo is a yellow casting-offceremony. We decided to cast off the sins ofthe Occupation, naming each sin as we
more-than sign on a blue background—a threw our rocks into the lake.”
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C O U R T E S Y O F W E N D Y EL ISH E V A S O M E R S O N

prio rities as separate from issues of
poverty, immigration, health care, home
lessness, and corporate power. These issues
are of course materially entwined in the
lives of queer people in poverty, queer
immigrants, and queer people of color. But
they are also intertwined more broadly—it
is hard to imagine making truly transfor
mative gains against one type of oppres
sion without simultaneously attending to
how it interlocks with the others.

ANTI-OCCUPATION AND QUEER ORGANIZING

The Im pact of A nti-S e m itic V iolence

J ust five days later, w hen I was out
of tow n on vacation, I got a call from a
friend who told me th at an arm ed m an
had en tered the Jewish Federation in
Seattle and shot six women who worked
there. Killing one and wounding five, he
said that he was “angry at Israel.” Shocked
and disoriented, I kept hearing from my
Jewish friends in Seattle about how
upset, scared, and isolated they felt.
D evastated by the shootings, I was
also scared to publicly m ourn the antiSem itism th a t led to the shootings, for
fear that our mourning would be used to
promote Israeli nationalism.
The rally and the shootings seem inti
mately connected. The Stand with Israel
rally demonstrates the attempts of main
stream Jewish communities to provide
one unified outlook on Israel—one that is
sadly based on fear. Many of us grew up
hearing about our Jewish history oftrauma
and persecution and believing th at our
personal safety depended on the safety of
the State of Israel. Unable to recognize
our relative security and privilege, partic
ularly in Israel and the U nited States,
many of us can only see our vulnerability
as Jews, not the vulnerability of Palestini
ans in the current Middle East.
Holding onto fear so tightly, some Jews
hear any questioning of the Israeli govern
ment’s actions as anti-Semitic. Some of us
believe th at we need the State of Israel
as a safe space when anti-Semitism rears
its head. An incident such as the shootings
simply reaffirms this need for many Jews.
J U L Y / A U G U S T 2010
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Many non-Jews, angry at Israel’s brutal oc
cupation of Palestine, blame all Jews for
the actions of the Israeli government and
do not recognize the Jewish history of per
secution that led to the formation of the
State of Israel.
C ountering the O ccupation
and A nti-S em itism

D u rin g th e H ig h H oly D ays that
autum n, the Seattle chapter of Jew ish
Voice for Peace held a ceremony to help
build awareness about the complicated
intersection of anti-Sem itism and antiOccupation work. On a beautiful sunny
day near Lake W ashington, we led a
Tashlich L’Tzedek—a. social justice cast
ing-off ceremony. We decided to cast off
the sins of the Occupation, naming each
sin as we threw our rocks into the lake.
During the second half of the ceremony,
non-Jewish allies led other non-Jews in
casting off the sins of anti-Sem itism ,
including ignorance about Jewish history
and historical traum a, not speaking up
against anti-Semitism, and equating all
Jews with the policies of the Israeli
government.
By linking the two portions of the cere
mony, we were m aking a connection be
tween the struggle to end the Occupation
and the struggle against anti-Semitism.
Supporters of the Israeli government use
any insensitivity toward Jews to discredit
the anti-Occupation movement and jus
tify the continued oppression of Palestini
ans. If anti-O ccupation activists start
taking anti-Sem itism seriously, we can
support anti-Occupation work by refusing
to give pro-Occupation groups ammuni
tion. W hen Jews see folks taking antiSemitism seriously within the Palestine
solidarity movement, more Jews will feel
encouraged to join our movement.
In this way we acknowledged antiSemitism and how the shootings affected
us, while speaking out against the Occu
pation. We created our own space th at
com bined political com m itm ent with
spiritual ritual and healing.
Inform ing Queer A ctivism

T he lesson for q u eer struggles is
that our safety and desire for belonging as
queers should not rest on the oppression
WWW.TIKKUN.ORG

of others. R ather than insisting on our
right to the benefits that come with legal
marriage, we should insist that everybody
should have access to health care, immi
gration, and economic rights, regardless
of their relationship status. Challenging
state intrusion into our relationships, we
need to build relationships th at exist
outside of the traditional nuclear family.
Known for our creativity, queers have
historically constructed a wide variety of
relationship models, chosen families, and
countercultural practices, but this
creativity gets lost in th e m odel of
inclusion that says, “We’re ju st like you,
except for our sexuality.”
What happens if we use our queerness
as a site of resistance to multiple forms of
oppression, not just homophobia in isola
tion? While hate crime laws do not deter
crimes against targeted groups, they do
subject perpetrators to higher mandatory
sentences and thus increase the power of
the prison industrial complex, which has
never been known for its fair treatment of
queers or other marginalized groups. If
we can start to create alternative systems
of accountability and justice in our com
munities that do not rely on prisons and
policing, we will be able to envision what
justice might look like outside of a police
state. We can also work toward creating
more economic opportunities and demili
tarizing our society, so that many poor and
younger folks of color do not have to keep
risking their lives for U.S. militarism that
perpetuates horrific violence around the
world, including the Middle East.
As we refuse to let the m ainstream
Jewish and LGBTQ organizations speak
for us and define our identities, we are si
multaneously building and envisioning
an alternative world where we do not rely
solely on our individual access to
privilege to keep us safe, but also on our
solidarity with each other. ■

BEQUESTS FORTIKKUN
Put us in your will!
Sad to say, someday each of us
will die, but the spirit of Tikkun
should be kept alive.
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W hen th e rally came to an end, we
stood on a hill near the exit singing peace
songs in Hebrew, which proved to be our
most effective strategy. As folks left the
rally, they saw queer Jews with pro-jus
tice signs, but they heard us singing songs
with which they were very familiar.
Glancing up at us, they could no longer
pretend we were only outsiders, and
many of them unconsciously startin g
singing the songs. Singing "Lay Visa Goi”
I felt connected to my fellow protesters
and rooted in the Jewish trad itio n of
challenging the status quo. It was a small
glimpse into the power of creating a Jewish
cultural space to call our own.

